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Product Feature – SOS Management
While stationed at the physical workplace, more and more people continue to work on-the-move: out in the
field or travelling.

Accidents and emergencies don’t come announced. Road accidents are on the rise, streets are often unsafe at
night, there are stalkers prowling for victims, a health issue may suddenly become life-threatening—accidents
and emergencies tend to always catch us on our back foot.

Now, consider this …
Your employees—male and / or female—are often travelling to meet channel partners, vendors, company associates, and
customers. At times, they also work late in office.Now, you are concerned about the safety and security of your employees
an want to reach out in case of any emergency while they are serving your company.You want to ensurean alert (SMS or
email notification) is sent to a particular help number in case of an emergency ... you want to get location information
regarding the nearest point from where you can reach out if there is an accident ... you want auto voice and camera
recording and device answering in Smartphones and Tablets.Again, your employees are accessing sensitive company data
via gadgets.What if, in an emergency, the mobile device is lost or misplaced? There is possibility of misuse of company data
—confidential information, classified papers, financial documents, research work, etc.—and personal information if the
mobile device falls into wrong hands.You are concerned … How to reach out to employees during an emergency? How to
enhance the safety and security of your employees, in particular female employees? If the mobile device is misplaced,
can the gadget be auto-locked to protect sensitive company and personal data?

This is where MobiOcean becomes your trusted companion in a mobile-driven environment ... helping you to
effectively and efficiently address mobility challenges and security threats!
With MobiOcean, you can reach out and help your employees in SOS / Emergency situations. Supported by
a robust security mechanism, MobiOcean allows you to:entertainment Apps.

Avail nearby Location to reach out in case of
EmergencyEnsures reach-out to available individuals closest to thelocation of distress; processes alert
notification to a number of employees placed nearby for immediate assistance

Activate Auto Device Locking

Allows auto-locking of mobile devices on activating SOS

Activate Auto Voice Recording

Allows auto voice recording on activating SOS

Activate Auto Front & Rear Camera Recording
Ensures live recording (of emergency situations, life threatening events induced by criminal behaviour, etc.);
simple pressing of the SOS button starts auto front and back camera recording, with live report delivered to
the Administrator for appropriate action

Activate Auto Device Answering

Enables an interested party to hear when one is unable to respond to a call
Allowing the Administrator to respond to SOS / Emergency situations efficiently and directly from a
central console, MobiOcean helps companies to reach out to employees during emergency, enhance the
safety and security of employees, in particular female employees, and protect sensitive company and personal
data if the gadget is lost or misplaced.
Looking to effectively respond to SOS and emergency situations?Your search ends with MobiOcean.
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